BUILD LEARNING
TEAM CAPABILITY

Which skills does your
team need to build?

STRATEGY & OPERATIONS

PERFORMANCE & IMPACT

DESIGN & DEVELOP SOLUTIONS

SUPPORT LEARNING

FACILITATE LEARNING

Use a contemporary framework to
discover the capability uplift needs
of your Learning Team
Take a critical first step
to transform learning in
your organisation

>94%
say they
need these
skills*

Learning Teams
lack critical skills

<31%
have these
skills*

Digital Content
Facilitating Collaboration
Data Analysis
Supporting Performance

* Data from over 700 learning leaders from 53 countries.
Towards Maturity, The Transformation Journey, February 2019

Why Learning Teams
are struggling with
capability

The pace and extent of change is
too fast to keep up with
Digital technology, networked, agile ways of
working and rising learner expectations have
increased demands on Learning Teams. On top of
this, organisations need to be more responsive to
changes in their environment than ever. Learning
needs to happen at the speed of business.

Learning Teams are unsure what
skills they need

Learning Teams are too busy looking
after everyone else’s needs

Many Learning Teams are unclear about the mix
of skills they need to be relevant and effective in
their organisation. The breadth of skills a learning
team needs has increased substantially.
However, there is no standard recipe for what
your team needs. It can be difficult to get clarity
on the right mix of skills.

Learning Teams are so busy looking after everyone
else’s capability needs that they don’t pay enough
attention to their own. It’s much the same as fitting
your own oxygen mask first in an emergency
before helping others. You need to build your own
capability in order to enable others to learn
effectively and continuously.
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Steps to discover your gaps &
start building transformative
Learning Team capability
Use a Capability Discovery Tool to assess current
versus required capability for 25 competencies
required by a contemporary Learning Team
Two hour online Discovery Workshop to:
Explore your context, strategy, goals and challenges
Analyse capability in each of the 25 competencies
Identify capability strengths and gaps
Assess opportunities and impact of strengths and gaps
Identify key actions to leverage strengths and close gaps
Review insights and action plan in Capability Discovery Report
with a 30 minute online walkthrough

Your Capability Discovery Report
Capability dashboard
Strengths and opportunities
Gaps and impact
Recommendations
Action plan

Build the capability Your
Learning Team needs to
impact your organisation
There was real value in testing our thinking with the input
of Michelle’s experience and insight. She challenged our
assumptions and shone a light on aspects of building a
future-focussed Learning Team that we hadn’t considered.
Debra van Rensburg
Head of Learning, National Australia Bank

Michelle has helped build
Learning Team capability at:

BOOK A CALL

to discuss your
capability challenges http://bit.ly/capabilitycall

Michelleockers.com
michelle@michelleockers.com
+61 404 899 532

